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Accounting Ethics
Performing work to a consistently high standard and upholding accounting profession
ethical responsibilities in relationships with clients and colleagues

Relationships
Establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with others by becoming
trusted advisors able to add tangible value to clients businesses

Thinking
Able to apply existing knowledge to new situations, explore outcomes, generate new
ideas and predict future trends.

Coping
Being able to cope with the challenges presented by difficult people and situations,
changing demands in accounting work, and obstacles that get in the way of what we
want to achieve.

APPQ TEAM REPORT

The Accountants Personality Profile Questionnaire, or APPQ, is an assessment of
personality preferences associated with success in accounting roles inspired by the
Association of Certified Chartered Accountants (ACCA) in their 2016 report
Professional Accountants of the Future:

Further inspired by the work of pioneer psychometrician, Raymond Cattell, and based
on the most widely accepted contemporary model of personality today; the ‘Big Five’,
APPQ is the world’s only accountant-specific personality questionnaire that blend the
Big Five personality traits with the behaviours required of successful accountants in
public practice, private and public sectors.

Welcome to your APPQ Team Report

Limitations and Uses
This team report is intended only for identifying clusters of strengths, blind-spots and
development priorities of your team.

This report should not be used as a hiring tool or development plan for individual
participants in your team.

You should also be aware that personality profiles shift over time and typically have a
shelf life of about two years. If this report is more than two years old, you should not
use it for team development purposes 

https://www.accaglobal.com/an/en/technical-activities/technical-resources-search/2016/june/professional-accountants-the-future-report.html
https://www.accaglobal.com/an/en/technical-activities/technical-resources-search/2016/june/professional-accountants-the-future-report.html
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APPQ TEAM REPORT

You will have received one Individual APPQ Report for one of your participants in the
email that delivered this APPQ Team Report.

Individual participant APPQ reports include extensive observations and
recommendations that can be used to support hiring, promotion and
personal/professional development plans and decisions.

You can request the Individual Reports for your team members by emailing
help@accountests.com and placing APPQ Team Participants Reports in the Subject
Line. Individual Reports are charged at $300 per participant and we can arrange credit
card payment on receipt of your email.

Individual APPQ Reports

Interpreting Your Team Report
You can find video support for interpreting your team report here, or visit:
https://www.accountests.com/pages/appq-support-teams

Firstly, look at at the next page for the key that identifies your team members as a
unique shape.

The following pages identifies your teams current strengths, blind-spots and
development priorities in each of the broad Accounting Traits of Ethics, Thinking,
Coping and Relationships, by placing their current preference on a 1 – 10 scale in each
of the fifteen sub-traits associated with success in accounting and bookkeeping
roles.

Clusters of team members concentrated to the left or right-hand description of each
description of each sub-trait identify the strengths and risks of your team, as well as
blind-spots that your team may overlook or place little value on. These risks and blind-
spots are found at the opposite end of the cluster.

Team members who occupy solo positions at the opposite end of a trait from their
peers are likely to bring perspectives that the rest of the team may overlook. They can
be seen as going against team-thinking, but should be welcomed rather than
ostracised by the team, as they are adding a dimension to problem solving and
decision making that takes account of factors and implications the rest of the team
may not see. In other words, your team is making insightful and thorough decisions by
including the views of people across both sides of each traits preferences.
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APPQ TEAM REPORT

Clients use the Team Report to gain a snapshot of their teams current strengths and
blind-spots, often using the report as part of Team-Building or Team Development
events where the team participate equally in how they should increase the
effectiveness of their communications, problem solving and decision making by
reducing the risks of blind-spots affecting business performance.

Clients also keep this Team Profile as a reference document when hiring new staff,
matching preferred candidates APPQ profiles against the team-profile to identify what
potential new staff could add to the existing team dynamics  

Using the Report

Isaac Newton

Marie Curie

William Shakespeare

Anne Frank

Vincent Van Gogh

Malala Yousafzai

Thomas Edison

Rosa Parks

Albert Einstein

PARTICIPANT KEY

Further Suppport
Watch our APPQ Team Report interpretation video here, or visit:
https://www.accountests.com/pages/appq-support-teams
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ETHICS

Likely to challenge long-standing
procedures that add little value

Likely to value established policies,
rules & legislation for upholding

accounting ethics & meeting deadlines

May not value established policies &
legislation for upholding accounting
ethics. Expedient, taking short-cuts

May overlook opportunities to improve
established processes. Duty before

pleasure, rules for rules sake & works
long hours

Likely to be flexible and unflustered in
environments where plans and
priorities change frequently

Likely to have high professional
standards, placing importance on and

adhering to accounting /financial
reporting legislation

Likely to place less importance on
professional standards & adhering to
accounting/financial reporting
legislative requirements

May struggle in environments where
plans and priorities change frequently.

Perfectionistic & expecting
unrealistically high standards of others

Accounting Ethics
Performing work to a consistently high standard and upholding accounting profession
ethical responsibilities in relationships with clients and colleagues

Sample APPQ Team Report - 09/12/2021
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ETHICS

Likely to be undemanding of ethical
colleagues and clients

Socially confident to raise ethical
concerns with managers or clients. Not

intimidated by assertive/ aggressive
reactions from othersST
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N

G
TH
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Unlikely to raise objections or state
ethical concerns with assertive or
domineering clients

May overlook ethical concerns or
observations from less socially

participating team membersRI
SK
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STREN

G
TH

S

SOCIAL BOLDNESS

Likely to be accommodating to the
wishes of others

Likely to take charge of ethical issues,
hold their ground and not fearful of

conflict or difficult conversations
 ST

RE
N

G
TH

S

Likely to give-way to unethical
demands from strongly assertive
clients

Less likely to consider the views of
others when tackling ethical issues and
be overly assertive in their approach to

clients
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ASSERTIVENESS
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RELATIONSHIPS

Likely to remain motivated in back-
office roles with little visibility to
clients and managers

Likely to particularly enjoy meeting new
people, challenging social situations

and being the centre of attention

ST
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Less socially confident when meeting
new people or unexpectedly becoming
the centre of attention

May overlook the contributions from
less socially participating team

members & become bored when
working on tasks with little visibility
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G
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Likely to accommodate peoples
wishes and avoid conflict wherever
possible

Likely to take charge of situations,
initiate action and be good at getting

things done

ST
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N
G
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S

Likely to give-way to unreasonable
demands from colleagues or managers
and struggle to express their own
views

May push to get their own way and not
consider the views of colleagues when

driving to get things doneRI
SK

S RISKS
STREN

G
TH

S
Relationships

Establishing and maintaining effective working relationships with others by becoming
trusted advisors able to add tangible value to clients businesses

SOCIAL BOLDNESS

ASSERTIVENESS
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RELATIONSHIPS

Likely to be able to make impartial
objective decisions affecting people

Likely to come across as genuinely
interested in others and enjoy

establishing and maintaining warm
relationshipsST
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N

G
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May be less interested in establishing
new relationships and uncomfortable
around overly friendly people

May struggle to make or implement
decisions that negatively affect others
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G
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Likely to be autonomous and self-
sufficient. Less need for group
support when making tough decisions

Likely to prefer team-working and
making collaborative decisions with

colleagues & clients
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N
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S

May be selective in consulting with
others and see group decision making
as inefficient

May struggle to work independently or
implement unpopular decisions
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WARMTH

AFFILIATION
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RELATIONSHIPS

Likely to be concerned with
verification and certainty. Most
unlikely to be taken advantage of
through gullibility

Likely to trust the intentions and
abilities of others, giving praise and

recognition and delegation
opportunities to othersST
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May be overly suspicious of the
intentions and motives of others. May
struggle to delegate and trust others to
do work as well as they do it themselves

May make repeat mistakes based on
trust and feel let down if others take

advantage of their goodwillRI
SK

S RISKS
STREN

G
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Likely to be forthright and direct in
their communications. People know
where they stand. Able to tolerate
rudeness in others.

Likely to be tactful and diplomatic when
conveying sensitive information to

others. Careful about the impression
they makeST
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G
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Likely to be poor at reading social
situations by being blunt, tactless and
risk upsetting people when delivering
sensitive communications

May struggle to deliver essential blunt
yes/no answers when they are needed
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G
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S

TRUSTING

OPENNESS
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THINKING

Thinking
Able to apply existing knowledge to new situations, explore outcomes, generate new
ideas and predict future trends.

CREATIVITY & VISION

Likely to be practical, logical and down
to earth. Focuses on immediate
operational priorities. Good finisher for
getting tasks completed

Strategic focus on how things could
be rather than how they are. Valuable

contributions in changing how
accountants add value.

Sees subtleties and people
implications of courses of action

ST
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N
G

TH
S

May ignore the human implications of
courses of action and be uninterested
in theoretical possibilities. Sees
strategy meetings as a waste of time
and can’t see where they fit into the
big picture

May be disinterested in operational
detail & overlook vital data, information

or errors. May agonise over decisions
with negative impacts on peopleRI

SK
S RISKS

STREN
G
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S
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THINKING

Likely to value traditional tried and
tested methods. Accepting of the
status quo

Likely to readily try new and even radical
ways of working
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May be unwilling to accept change and
quickly reject new or different ways of
working 

Likely to reject acquired wisdom and
knowledge in favour of untested

change, or make change for changes
sake
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Likely to remain motivated when
carrying out simple and
uncomplicated tasks

Keen to learn new information and
ideas. Confident in their intellectual

ability. Enjoys working on complex
problems
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N
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May struggle to grasp new concepts
and creative ideas generated by
clients and colleagues 

May become unmotivated if not
intellectually stimulated and challenged

in their workRI
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S RISKS
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G
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S

CHANGE-FOCUSED

INTELLECTUAL CONFIDENCE
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COPING

Likely to be unconcerned when
working on repetitive undemanding
tasks

Likely to be motivated by opportunities
to learn new things and work on

complex problems

ST
RE

N
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S

Likely to feel uncomfortable explaining
complex ideas to others. Little
confidence in their intellectual abilities

May become frustrated at people who
don’t grasp complex ideas or concepts

as readily as they doRI
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S RISKS
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G
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S

Likely to emotionally invest
themselves in their work and care
deeply about getting it right

Much more resilient under pressure and
rarely flustered by events. Likely to have

sufficient energy to meet life's
challenges.ST
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N
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S

Less resilient than most. May struggle
in emotionally tough situations or
sustained high workloads. Takes
criticism personally 

May remain resilient by trivialising
events and not reacting to genuine

crisesRI
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S RISKS
STREN

G
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S

INTELLECTUAL CONFIDENCE

EMOTIONAL STABILITY

Coping
Being able to cope with the challenges presented by difficult people and situations,
changing demands in accounting work, and obstacles that get in the way of what we
want to achieve.
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COPING

Likely to look for and avoid risks, learn
from and not repeat mistakes and
quickly advise others of errors they
made.

Self-assured and rarely troubled by
feelings of self-doubt. Expects

success not failure

ST
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N
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More apprehensive than most. Self-
critical, dwelling on real or imagined
past mistakes & taking personal blame
for things outside of their control

May be prone to risk taking, maintain
self-assurance through complacency

and not recognise genuine threatsRI
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G
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Likely to be ambitious, hard-driving
and results focused

Likely to be patient, relaxed and
composed. Unflustered by

inconveniences and able to unwind
after workST
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N

G
TH

S

May become frustrated by
inconveniences, visibly irritated and
struggle to switch off after work

May be too relaxed to the point where
they are torpid & difficult to motivate
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SELF-CONFIDENCE

CALMNESS
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APPQ TEAMS REPORT

Alongside the APPQ, Accountests also develop and deliver skills assessments and
ability tests. Our tests are specifically designed for use when hiring CA's / CPA's, Part
Qualified Accountants, Bookkeepers, Trainees, & Graduates. Their use provides
valuable support in making thoroughly informed selection decisions.

Accountests Testing Suite

Content is relevant and regularly updated to match the real world

Our tests are available whenever and wherever you need them

Tests cover all levels, from graduates & bookkeepers to CPA's / CA's

Thorough and easily interpreted reports delivered to your inbox

Ongoing and accessible technical and customer support

Country Specific

100% Online

Tests for All Levels

Comprehensive Reports

Ongoing Support

help@accountests.com

www.accountests.com

Explore our Test Collections here, or go to:
https://www.accountests.com/collections

If you have any questions about this report, or would like further assistance with your
recruitment process, please get in touch.  

Contact Us
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